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This addendum features additions since January 2016 to these ever-growing product lines:

SOFTWARE • INTERFACES & CONTROLLERS  
MONITORS & HEADPHONES • MICROPHONES  

 MOBILE DEVICES • LIVE SOUND • GUITAR & BASS  
DRUM & HAND PERCUSSION • ACCESSORIES • AND MORE!

See our 2016 Hal Leonard Gifts Catalog Addendum (#90013531) for even more new releases

Contact your sales rep to order today!
Call the E-Z Order Line at 1-800-554-0626  •  Email: sales@halleonard.com

Visit our new Dealer Access wesite at: dealers.halleonard.com
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software

Pro Tools 12
Professional Audio Recording and Music Creation Software
Avid
The most powerful digital audio workstation just got more powerful. With an 
all-new, ultra-efficient audio engine, 64-bit performance, and groundbreak-
ing capabilities, Pro Tools enables you to take on the most complex and 
demanding music and audio post productions with ease, so you can focus on 
sounding your best.

Features of Pro Tools include:
• 64-bit
• Improved I/O setup
• Offline (faster than real-time) audio bounce
• Support for up to 128 simultaneous audio tracks
• Cloud Collaboration (coming soon)

Pro Tools Perpetual License
Activation Cards w/ iLok
With these licenses, you own this version of Pro Tools forever. You get 7 days 
of support after registering. If you want 12 months of support, purchase the 
standard support & plug-ins item (HL 00153499).  With the perpetual edition, 
you also get 12 months of updates and bonus plug-ins. After 12 months, you 
can purchase a 12-month Update Plan (HL 00153498) to continue to get the 
Avid updates. Examples of recent updates are listed below under Pro Tools 
Annual Update Plans.
00153544 Professional ..................................................MSRP/MAP $599.00 
00147153 Student/Teacher  ..........................................MSRP/MAP $299.00
00145345 Institutional ...................................................MSRP/MAP $299.00

Pro Tools Annual Subscription
The edition includes 12 months of Pro Tools, updates, bonus plug-ins, and 
support. Nothing more is needed. Once the 12 months elapses, you can renew 
for another 12-month subscription or purchase a perpetual license.
00146112 Professional ..................................................MSRP/MAP $299.00 
00146113 Student/Teacher .............................................MSRP/MAP $99.00 
00146115 Institutional .....................................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

Pro Tools Annual Renewal Plans
This is for anyone who already owns Pro Tools and wants the updates for 
another 12-month period. Below are examples of the active rollout Avid has 
had in the first 6 months of this release. This plan ensures you will get all 
updates in the 12-month period after activation.

12.1:  Increased track count (128 audio, 512 instrument), track input moni-
toring, AFL/PFL Solo Modes, Copy to Send, Pro Tools | Control support, 
support for Pro Tools | S3 VCA Spill.

12.2:   VCA Masters, Disk Cache, advanced metering, gain reduction metering, 
and new All Access plans, including bonus plug-ins.

12.3:   Track Commit and Track Bounce workflows, Clip Transparency, batch 
fade enhancements and shortcuts,AudioSuite Pitch II.

12.4:  Includes the highly anticipated Track Freeze function which compli-
ments the Track Commit workflows from 12.3.

12.5:   Includes cloud-based, distant collaboration that will instantly improve 
the efficiency, speed, and creative potential of any session.

00160086 Activation Card ...............................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

RECORDING

“Reinstatement” products refer to upgrades from Pro Tools 9,10,11, M-Powered and Express.  
“Renewal” products are for Pro Tools 12 users.

Pro Tools Annual Standard Support and Bonus Plug-ins
Avid’s standard 12-month support ensures you have access to the best tech-
nical support available. With this 12-month standard support plan, you will 
receive unlimited web support (24-hr response), one phone support case per 
month, plus bonus plug-ins.
00153499 Reinstatement ................................................MSRP/MAP $99.00
00160087 Renewal .........................................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

Pro Tools Annual Education Reinstatements,  
Support & Bonus Plug-ins
This item is for teachers, students, or institutions who already own the latest 
version of Pro Tools and their support, updates, and bonus plug-ins are about 
to expire.
00141713 Student/Teacher .............................................MSRP/MAP $99.00 
00146632 Institutional Activation Card.............................MSRP/MAP $99.00 
00146633 Institutional Certificate ....................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

Pro Tools Legacy Upgrade with 12 Months of Updates
This edition will upgrade from any previous Pro Tools edition except Pro Tools 
LE and the inMusic version of Pro Tools Express. With these SKUs, you don’t 
get the standard support and bonus plug-ins. If you want 12 months of stan-
dard support and bonus plug-ins, purchase HL 00153499.
00158024 Professional Reinstatement ..........................MSRP/MAP $299.00 
00160106 Student/Teacher Renewal ...............................MSRP/MAP $99.00 
00160107 Institution Renewal .........................................MSRP/MAP $99.00
00160108 Institution Certificate Reinstatement ...............MSRP/MAP $99.00

Advanced Support for Pro Tools HD –  
12-Month Activation Card
Avid knows that in the competitive world of professional music production, 
downtime isn’t an option and keeping up to date is absolutely critical. That’s 
why we are happy to be able to offer you Avid’s Advanced Support for Pro 
Tools HD plan. This annual plan ensures that your Pro Tools HD system 
remains current with up-to-the-minute releases and upgrades from Avid. 
What’s more, the Advanced Support for Pro Tools HD plan comes with Avid’s 
top-tier support, including unlimited support calls that go straight to Avid’s 
high-priority que. As for online support, you can expect 1-hour turnaround 
times on support inquiries via the web.
00159105 Reinstatement ..............................................MSRP/MAP $599.00 
00159104 Renewal .......................................................MSRP/MAP $599.00

Pro Tools Control
Free iPad app which allows you to wirelessly control Pro Tools and other 
EUCON-enabled audio and video software. 

Available at the Apple AppStore.
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Reason 9
Propellerhead
Reason is an integrated software music production studio with audio recording, million-dollar mixing 
collaboration tools and a massive collection of instruments, sounds and effects. It’s the perfect choice 
writing recording, remixing and producing great-sounding tracks.

The new features on 9 are substantial yet the costs and prices stay the same.

Some of the new features include:
• Three new Player devices that use Scales and Chords, Note Echo, and Dual Arpeggio
• Over 1000 new top quality new patches from leading sound designers
• A new Pitch Edit that will polish your vocal recordings to perfection
• Modulate your track with the free Pulsar Dual LFO. Create interesting rhythms with the shuffle 

knob
• Many workflow improvements. Better than ever

00182814 Professional Edition........................................................... MSRP $449.00 • MAP $399.00
00182815 Professional Upgrade .........................................................................MSRP/MAP $129.00
00182818 Upgrade from Essentials, LTD, Adapted ............................. MSRP $329.00 • MAP $299.00
00182816 Student/Teacher Edition (Single) ........................................ MSRP $349.00 • MAP $299.00
00182819 Educational 5-Pak ......................................................... MSRP $1199.00 • MAP $1199.00
00182820 Educational 10-Pak ....................................................... MSRP $1199.00 • MAP $1999.00
00182821 Educational 5-Pak (Upgrade) ..............................................................MSRP/MAP $399.99
00182822 Educational 10-Pak (Upgrade) ............................................................MSRP/MAP $649.99

Reason 9 – French Edition
00190299 Professional Edition...............................................................................................$449.00
00190300 Professional Upgrade ............................................................................................$129.00
00190305 Upgrade from Essentials, LTD, Adapted .................................................................$329.00
00190328 Student/Teacher Edition (Single) ............................................................................$299.00

Reason Essentials 9
Propellerhead
Start off with this powerful yet affordable edition that features unlimited audio tracks, built-in collabo-
ration tools, and an enhanced, massive collection of instruments, sounds and effects. When you need 
more options, have Essentials be the host and expand your system with Rack Extension add-ons.

00182817 Professional Edition............................................................. MSRP $129.00 • MAP $69.00

Reason Essentials 9 – French Edition
00190301 Professional Edition...............................................................................................$129.00

RECORDING
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SONAR has added even more new features in 2016 designed to capture new users and help increase sales 
for all our retailer partners all based on customer feedback!

Highlights:
• New! Linear phase mastering plug-ins ($200 value)
• New! Audio wizard for easy plug and play set up.
• New! Help module to guide users through the program

• New! UI themes for fresh look plus support for custom themes
• New! Overloud TH3 Cakewalk Edition with new sounds and better DSP
• New! Melodyne Essential 4 with ARA integration and tempo detection

Sonar Platinum
Complete Studio Software for Audio and 
Music Production
Cakewalk
Choose the creative experience only SONAR 
offers: advanced technology, effortless workflow, 
and an inviting interface that amplifies inspiration. 
Fueled by over 25 years in the relentless pursuit 
of innovation, SONAR is re-inventing the mod-
ern recording studio. SONAR Platinum’s dazzling 
array of tools, plug-in effects, and instruments 
offers extreme flexibility to professionals who 
need to handle any kind of recording or mixing 
project. World-class ProChannel mixer modules, 
award-winning synths, VocalSync vocal align-
ment, Mix Recall, and much more – combined 
with the touch-enabled Skylight User Interface’s 
fluid, award-winning workflow – make SONAR 
Platinum the ideal program to craft your mas-
terpiece.
00143027  Retail Edition 

 .........MSRP $599.00 • MAP $499.00
00143028  Retail Redemption Upgrade 

 .......................MSRP • MAP $199.00
00143029  Educational Edition (Single) 

 .........MSRP $449.00 • MAP $349.00
00143030  Educational 5-User Lab Pack 

 .....MSRP $1649.00 • MAP $1199.00

Sonar Professional
Advanced Recording and Mixing Software 
for Music Production
Cakewalk
SONAR Professional complements a wealth of 
advanced features with a full set of professional 
effects and virtual instruments, including the 
acclaimed ProChannel Console Strip, Melodyne 
Essential with ARA integration, and Addictive 
Drums 2 Solo Edition. Move effortlessly through 
the award-winning, touch-enabled Skylight User 
Interface as you create – then take advantage 
of the comprehensive editing, mixing, mastering, 
and publishing tools to craft your masterpiece.
00143032  Retail Edition 

 .........MSRP $249.00 • MAP $199.00
00143033  Educational Edition (Single) 

 .........MSRP $175.00 • MAP $129.00
00143034  Educational 5-User Lab Pack 

 .........MSRP $525.00 • MAP $449.00

Sonar Artist
Recording Software for Songwriters  
& Musicians
Cakewalk
SONAR Artist, the most feature-packed recording 
software in its price range, offers unlimited track 
counts, superior audio quality, video support, 
and the same high-tech specs as our flagship 
Platinum version. Enabled for touch control, the 
award-winning Skylight User Interface’s inspir-
ing and efficient workflow lets you focus on the 
music. With 19 bundled effects and 11 virtual 
instruments, SONAR Artist has everything needed 
to craft your masterpiece.
00143036  Retail Edition 

 ...........MSRP $149.00 • MAP $99.00
00143037  Educational 5-User Lab Pack 

 .........MSRP $279.00 • MAP $239.00

software
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RECORDING BUNDLES

Yeti Studio
Recording System Pack with USB Mic
Blue Microphones
Yeti Studio combines the award-winning Yeti USB microphone with Studio One® recording 
software and iZotope® Nectar® Elements advanced studio vocal effects. Start recording 
fast with customized easy-to-use quick-start templates. Using Yeti Studio means more 
productivity, and more professional-level content.

•  Create like a Pro using the world’s most popular USB mic, together with custom 
PreSonus Studio One Artist software

•  Get recording quickly with custom Yeti Studio tempaltes for voiceovers, podcasts 
and music

• Sweeten your voice with included iZotope Nectar Elements vocal effects
•  Mac and PC compatible, all serial numbers and software download information 

included

00139418  ......................................................................................MSRP/MAP $149.99 

MIXING/MASTERING

WaveLab Pro 9
Audio Editing and Mastering Suite
Steinberg Software
WaveLab is today’s leading mastering and audio editing platform, favored by mastering engineers, producers, 
musicians and audio schools. WaveLab Pro 9 reinvents creative mastering by including an intuitive working  
environment based on a single window interface, a comprehensive new docking system and the new MasterRig,  
a powerful plug-in suite consisting of six mid/side-compatible multiband modules. Furthermore, the entire 
application now features extensive Mid/Side capabilities, comprising channel monitoring, editing and processing. 
Adding to the workflow revolution, the redesigned Master-Section now includes a high-quality Resampler and 
more effect slots, while the new exchange feature enables a direct link to Cubase and Nuendo.

00160516 Retail Edition .......................................................................................MSRP $739.99 • MAP $579.99 
00160519 Educational Edition..............................................................................MSRP $739.99 • MAP $329.99 

WaveLab Elements 9
Steinberg Software
The affordable yet highly powerful WaveLab Elements production environment is devoted to the needs of home 
producers and musicians, delivering uncompromising quality when it comes to editing and restoring audio  
material alongside creating state-of-the-art podcasts. The smallest member of the current WaveLab product range 
provides a convincing toolset which will most certainly meet your requirements while seamlessly integrating into 
your home studio setup.

00160556 Professional Edition ...............................................................................MSRP $130.99 • MAP $99.99 
00160557 Educational Edition................................................................................MSRP $130.99 • MAP $66.99 

software
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MUSIC CREATION

Band-in-a-Box 
2016
PG Music Inc.
The award-winning Band-in-a-
Box is so easy to use! Just type 
in the chords for any song using 
standard chord symbols (like 
C, Fm7, or C13b9), choose the 
style you’d like, and Band-in-
a-Box does the rest. Band-in-
a-Box automatically generates 
a complete professional-quality 
arrangement of piano, bass, 
drums, guitar, and strings or 
horns. Plus, add REAL accom-
paniment to your song with 
RealTracks and RealDrums. 
These are actual recordings 
of top studio musicians that 
replace the MIDI track with 
audio instruments. They sound 
like real musicians, because 
they are recordings of real 
musicians!

00182813 Pro Edition for Macintosh ................................................ $129.95

Also available:
00156385 Pro Edition for Windows .................................................. $129.95

Power Music  
Professional
for PC
AirTurn
If you are looking for a profession-
al software solution to manage, 
annotate and display your music 
on a PC, Power Music Professional 
is for you! More than just a music 
display system, Power Music gives 
you total control over your music 
collection – sheet music and 
chord sheets. With Power Music 
Professional, you can free yoursself 
from the hassles of paper because 
all your music will be in one place, 
instantly available on-screen for 
practice and performance. It also 
allows you to create and manage 
your chord sheets, converting them 
from PDF and Word documents into 
fully transposable chord sheets. 

You can also give everyone in the band, group or orchestra access to the set 
list and their music, fully annotated.

00159371  ..................................................................... MSRP/MAP $69.00

TECHNIQUE &  
REFERENCE BOOKS

Recording Unhinged       
Creative and Unconventional  
Music Recording Techniques
by Sylvia Massy
Music Pro Guides
00142105 Hardcover with Online Media .........$29.99

The Drum Programming  
Handbook
The Complete Guide to Creating  
Great Rhythm Tracks
by Justin Paterson
Handbook Series
Backbeat Books
00128560  ����������������������������������������������������������$39.99

Make Your Own Music    
A Creative Curriculum Using  
Music Technology
by Richard McCready
Music Pro Guides
00131001 Book/Online Media ���������������������������$24.99 

Music 4.1
A Survival Guide for Making Music in the 
Internet Age
by Bobby Owsinski
Music Pro Guides
00151138  ����������������������������������������������������������$24.99

The Music Producer’s      
Handbook
Second Edition
by Bobby Owsinski
Music Pro Guides
00151139 Book/Online Media ���������������������������$34.99
 

Confessions of a  
Record Producer
How to Survive the Scams and Shams  
of the Music Business
5th Edition – REvisEd and UpdatE

by Moses Avalon
Backbeat Books
00146064  ����������������������������������������������������������$29.99
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This program lets you offer your customers instant download codes for the most 
in-demand music software. There’s no risk on your part, no additional floor or shelf space  

necessary, and no reason not to call your Hal Leonard sales rep today and sign up! 

Dozens of new titles added from Avid, Propellerhead, Auralia, Presonus, Sony, IK Multimedia and more!  
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ONE for Mac
Single Channel USB Audio Interface
Apogee
The “Swiss Army Knife” for personal recording and audio production! Apogee 
ONE is an all-in-one portable USB audio interface that gives you everything 
you need to make professional recordings on the go. Connect a microphone, 
guitar or use ONE’s exception built-in omnidirectional microphone to easily 
capture your music without compromise. ONE even lets you record with 
a microphone (either built-in or external) and guitar simultaneously. Using 
Apogee’s industry-leading AD/DA conversion and mic preamp technology, 
ONE produces pristine music, podcast, and voice-over recordings while deliv-
ering studio quality sound to your headphones for precision mixing or hi-fi 
listening. With an intuitive controller knob and seamless compatibility with 
Mac OS X, ONE is easy for anyone to use and works great with GarageBand, 
Logic Pro X, Pro Tools, Ableton, or any Core Audio compatible application.

00171350  ................................................................... MSRP/MAP $249.00 

One for Mac – iOS Upgrade Kit
Apogee

Features:
• Includes Power Supply, International Adapters, and Lightning cable
• Connects Apogee ONE for Mac to iPad, iPhone or iPod touch with 

Lightning connector

00191869  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $99.00

Quartet for iPad & Mac
12 In x 8 Out USB Audio Interface & Studio Control Center
Apogee
Apogee Quartet is the ultimate desktop audio interface and studio control 
center for professional recording on Mac and iPad. Made for the musician, 
producer and engineer that wants the ultimate sound quality and studio 
control in a compact desktop form factor, Quartet features legendary Apogee 
AD/DA conversion, 4 world-class microphone preamps, USB MIDI I/O, ESS 
Sabre32 DAC technology and monitor controls.

When you buy and register your Apogee Quartet, you have access to incred-
ible prices on any Waves audio plugins you want. Registered Apogee Quartet 
customers will receive a discount code good for 25% off a single plugin or 
35% off any Waves bundle plus an additional $100 voucher* that can be used 
towards their next Waves plugin purchase. Take advantage of Quartet’s low 
latency USB connection and powerful native Mac processing to join the ranks 
of top engineers and producers who count on Waves and Apogee to deliver 
hit after hit.

With Quartet’s 4 Combo inputs you can connect microphones, guitars, key-
boards or line level devices such as external mic preamps or a mixing board. 
Expand your system with 8 additional inputs via Quartets optical (ADAT/
SMUX) digital IN. Quartet also includes 8 analog outputs – 6-1/4” balanced 
outputs for connection to speakers or outboard equipment and a separate, 
independently controlled 1/4” stereo headphone output. You can control up to 
3 pairs of speakers or set Quartet up for 5.1 surround monitoring.

00182831  ..................................................................MSRP/MAP $1395.00

DESKTOP INTERFACES
interfaces & controllers



M-Track Hub
USB Monitoring  
Interface with  
Built-In 3-Port Hub
M-Audio
The M-Track Hub is 
a 3-port USB monitor-
ing interface that is perfect 
for anyone who demands a 
high-quality audio interface mon-
itoring hub. It is a USB hub and has 
two balanced 1/4-inch TRS audio outputs, 
controlled by a large, solid-feeling metal rotary 
level knob with black-knurled rubber ring.  There are three USB 
inputs and a 1/4-inch headphone jack with level control for private listening. 
The M-Track Hub is the ideal way to unite your VI control and audio output in 
one sleek, all-metal, space-saving solution.

00159647  .................................................... MSRP $149.00 • MAP $79.00 

M-Track 2x2
2-In/2-Out 24/192 USB Audio Interface
M-Audio
With the M-Track 2X2, you can create flawless 24-bit/192kHz studio-qual-
ity recordings with an intuitive and easy-to-use audio interface. Boasting 
an elegant pro-grade metal chassis with a large central volume knob, the 
M-Track 2X2 features all-new transparent low-noise pre-amps and pristine 
A/D converters that deliver the highest audio performance in its class. The 
M-Track 2X2 enables you to record up to 2 channels at once with its dedi-
cated XLR+1/4” balanced combo input, and an all-new 1/4” instrument input 
that has a specially designed gain and impedance stage to provide the most 
accurate representation of a guitar or bass plugged directly into the interface. 

00191871  .....................................................MSRP $199.00 • MAP $99.00

M-Track 2x2M
2-In/2-Out 24/192 USB Audio/MIDI Interface
M-Audio
The M-Track 2X2M boasts all the features on the M-Track 2x2 as well as 
5-pin MIDI In and Out connections – included for connecting synths, sequenc-
ers and other external MIDI gear. 

00191872  ...................................................MSRP $299.00 • MAP $149.00

Mio2
Advanced 2-In/2-Out  
USB to MIDI Interface  
for Mac and PC
iConnectivity
mio2™ belongs in every music cre-
ator’s MIDI arsenal. It’s a powerful 
little interface to connect your MIDI 

gear and/or computers. Share MIDI between two computers and two MIDI 
devices at the same time! It can also work stand-alone. Filter, merge, remap 
MIDI with computers or without.

00191861  .......................................................MSRP $89.99 • MAP $69.99

Mio4
Advanced 4-In/4-Out  
USB to MIDI Interface  
for Mac and PC
iConnectivity
Only iConnectivity brings you this 
much power and flexibility in a MIDI 

interface. Only mio4™ lets you overcome your MIDI connection problems. 
Work with two computers at the same time! (Or one, or several more over the 
network, or use it stand-alone.) Connect all your MIDI devices – USB MIDI, 
5-pin, even Network MIDI – and let this rugged, versatile interface put you in 
control of your setup and workflow.

00191862  ...................................................MSRP $179.99 • MAP $149.99

Mio10
Advanced 10-In/10-Out  
USB to MIDI Interface  
for Mac and PC
iConnectivity
Get your MIDI devices talking to each 

other and to your computers. Only iConnectivity packs this much power and 
flexibility into a thoroughly modern MIDI interface. Let mio10™ overcome 
your MIDI connection problems. Harness the power of two computers at the 
same time – or one, or use the mio10 stand-alone. Connect all your MIDI 
devices – USB MIDI, 5-pin MIDI, Network MIDI – and let this rugged, versatile 
interface put you in control of your MIDI setup and workflow. No need for 
separate MIDI merger/filter/processor units – it’s all built in to streamline your 
MIDI setup. Create faster, better, and in exciting new ways.

00191863  ...................................................MSRP $349.99 • MAP $299.99

9V 18W Optional Power Adapter
for iConnectAUDIO2+
iConnectivity
Optional power adapter for use with the iConnectAUDIO2+ that will charge 
iOS devices and power the iConnectAUDIO2+. The power adapter is only 
necessary for keeping an iOS device charged; the iConnectAUDIO2+ itself is 
powered over the USB bus (in USB Device port 2)

. Please use only the iConnectivity 9V/18W center positive supply, or you risk 
damaging the device.

00191864  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $29.99

DESKTOP INTERFACES
interfaces & controllers
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interfaces & controllers

CONTROL SURFACE

Pro Tools Dock
EUCON-Award,  
Compact Ethernet Control Surface
Avid
Accelerate your editing and mixing tasks in creative new ways. Based on 
the advanced touchscreen workflows of the award-winning Pro Tools S6 and 
hybrid command of the bestselling Artist Control, Pro Tools Dock provides 
intelligent studio control in a portable, affordable surface. Working together 
with your iPad, you get the quick touchscreen access and tactile precision 
control you need to complete music and post projects faster using your favor-
ite DAWs and video editing software. And when paired with Pro Tools S3, you 
gain new timesaving touch workflows and custom control. Mixing deadlines 
have met their match.

Key Features and Benefits include:
• Get extensive touchscreen control - Pro Tools Dock easily con-

nects with your own iPad and our free Pro Tools Control iOS app, 
providing intelligent control of your audio and video projects. 

• Enhance your existing workflow with EUCON - EUCON, a high-
speed Ethernet-based technology  enables the hardware to com-
municate directly with EUCON-enabled applications. That means 
you can work on a Pro Tools project, then switch to Logic Pro X, 
Cubase, Media Composer, Premiere Pro, and other audio and video 
software.

• Get deep Pro Tools integration - When paired with Pro Tools, the 
Dock becomes an extension of your software. Access hundreds of 
key commands, shortcuts, and UI elements without clicking a mouse. 
Record, edit, mix, and automate tracks right from the surface. 

• Bring enhanced touch workflows to Pro Tools S3 - Pair Pro 
Tools Dock with a Pro Tools S3 control surface and you’ll gain even 
more timesaving workflows. View and access any track instantly 
through the touchscreen. Customize and recall layouts to jump 
right into a track set or workflow quickly. 

• Adjust parameters with a twist - The Dock provides eight push-
top, touch-sensitive Soft Knobs that interact with whatever knobset 
you’ve chosen in the Pro Tools Control app. 

00155724  .................................................................MSRP/MAP $1199.00 

USB/MIDI KEYBOARD  
CONTROLLERS

V Mini
Portable 25-Key USB-MIDI Controller
Alesis

The Alesis V Mini is a powerful, intuitive, and portable MIDI controller that 
lets you take full command of your music software. With 25 mini-size 
velocity-sensitive keys and Octave Up/Down buttons, you can expand the 
keyboard to the full melodic range and play bass lines, chords, and melodies. 
V Mini also features four assignable knobs for manipulating effect plugins 
and virtual instruments: open and close filters, adjust volume levels, activate 
effects, tweak parameters, and more. Four velocity-sensitive backlit pads 
allow you to launch clips or finger drum with exceptional response, and pitch, 
modulation, and sustain buttons expand the expressive capabilities of your 
performing. A single USB connection to your Mac or PC provides both power 
and MIDI functionality, allowing you to plug right into your computer and start 
making music.

00174527  .....................................................MSRP $149.00 • MAP $79.00

 VX49
49-Key USB/MIDI Controller with Full-Color Screen
Alesis
At the heart of the VX49 is a 4.3” full color high-resolution display screen. 
This screen allows you to directly interface with your DAW and virtual 
instrument plugins better than ever before. The VX49 also features an all 
new custom 49-key semi-weighted keybed with aftertouch, 4 banks of 8 
RGB backlit velocity- and pressure-sensitive drum pads, 8 360-degree per-
formance-ready knobs, 8 dual-function switch pads, backlit and rubberized 
pitch and mod wheels, built-in “Roll Mode” and arpeggiator features, and 
much more. With an unprecedentedly efficient control layout and workflow, 
the VX49 is the perfect choice for today’s most demanding producers and 
keyboardists.

00159644  .................................................. MSRP $599.00 • MAP $399.00 
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Seaboard RISE 25 & 49
USB Controller Keyboards
ROLI
The Seaboard RISE 25 & 49 are the ultimate portable music making devices produced by ROLI. Thin and wireless, using MIDI over Bluetooth, the RISE lets people 
make music wherever they want – at home, at the studio, in a cafe, or even on the road. It’s a MIDI controller with a multi-octave playing surface.

The unique, touch-sensitive interface puts at the fingertips of amateur and professional musicians a range of expression that is simply not possible on other 
instruments. The surface resembles a piano keyboard in its order of notes.

But instead of black and white keys, Seaboards have “keywaves” made of soft, pliable silicone. Underneath the “keywave surface” are sensors that respond 
to subtle shifts in pressure and movement. Through intuitive movements such as pressing into the surface continuously, moving fingers from side to side, and 
moving fingers up and down, music makers can achieve qualities of expression that are associated with acoustic or wind instruments – now possible on a 
digital instrument that can sound like anything.

Seaboard RISE 25
00159586  ................................................................... MSRP/MAP $799.99 

Seaboard RISE 49
00159587  ................................................................. MSRP/MAP $1199.99 

Seaboard RISE 25 Flip Case
Sky Blue
ROLI
This lightweight, protective case prevents wear and tear for the RISE 25 and 
folds back to become a stand for music apps on smartphones and tablets. The 
strong, yet flexible  polycarbonate chassis encases the RISE without compro-
mising access to ports. Configure your Flip Case as an elevating bar for con-
venient use on any flat surface and bring your mobile into your music-making.

00159589 Sky Blue ...................................................... MSRP/MAP $129.99 

Seaboard GRAND
61-Note USB Keyboard Controller
ROLI
The Seaboard GRAND is a full performance instrument aimed at skilled key-
boardists who want to enjoy dimensions of expression that are not available 
on a piano keyboard. The GRAND Stage has 61 keywaves. Equator, ROLI’s 
software synthesizer, is embedded in the Seaboard GRAND, making it a 
“plug and play” instrument that requires no external software. The unique, 
touch-sensitive interface puts at the fingertips a range of expression that is 
simply not possible on other instruments. The GRAND combines artisanship 
and cuttingedge digital technology.

00159588  ................................................................. MSRP/MAP $2999.99 

USB/MIDI KEYBOARD CONTROLLERS
interfaces & controllers
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DIGITAL PIANO

interfaces & controllers

Accent
88-Key Digital Piano with Hammer Action
M-Audio
The M-Audio Accent is an affordable full-sized 88-key digital 
piano that has the professional features, versatility, natural playing 
response and rich sound to meet any requirement. Easy to trans-
port and set up, the Accent is ideal for piano students, stage and 
studio use, schools, theaters, and houses of worship. It has 20 
built-in piano voices (such as Grand Piano, Electric Piano, Drawbar 
Organ, etc.) and the versatility to split or layer three voices simul-
taneously. The full range of built-in features enables you to play 
any music and sound great – from classical to jazz to hip-hop to 
religious. Designed with simplicity and ease of use in mind, the 
Accent is elegant and subtle, packed with elements that make it 
easy for you to be at your creative best.

Also included are the superb Steinway piano samples from AIR 
Music Technology. With 50 piano accompaniment styles to choose 
from (such as Slow Rock, Vienna Waltz, Jazz Pub, etc.), players 
can select the perfect style for any solo performance situation. 
Professional XLR outputs ensure a noise-free connection with the 
highest possible audio quality. Accent connects to any computer 
via the USB-MIDI port for full 88-key control of virtual instru-
ment software or plugins. For quality and value, Accent has it all: 
Professional XLR connectors, great sound including AIR Steinway 
samples, full-size 88-key hammer-action keyboard and control 
over virtual instruments.

00171708 MSRP $799.00 • MAP $549.00

KEYBOARD PEDALS

SP-Dual
Double Keyboard Foot Pedal
M-Audio
The SP-Dual pedal from M-Audio performs all the standard soft and damping 
functions that your performance demands. Additionally, they add the versatil-
ity of 2 and 3 independent 1/4” output cables. This means you can use the 
SP-Dual with any keyboard that has sustain and/or foot controller 1/4” input 
jacks. The pedal is assignable to keyboard functions such as patch advance, 
sequencer stop/start and modulation effects – exactly as you require from a 
momentary foot controller.

00159645  .....................................................................MSRP/MAP $39.00 

SP-Triple
Triple Keyboard Foot Pedal
M-Audio
The SP-Triple pedal from M-Audio performs all the standard soft, sostenuto, 
and damping functions that your performance demands. Additionally, they add 
the versatility of 2 and 3 independent 1/4” output cables. This means you can 
use the SP-Triple with any keyboard that has sustain and/or foot controller 
1/4” input jacks. The pedal is assignable to keyboard functions such as patch 
advance, sequencer stop/start and modulation effects – exactly as you require 
from a momentary foot controller.

00159646  .....................................................................MSRP/MAP $69.00 
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Elevate 5
Powered Desktop Studio Speakers
Alesis
Alesis Elevate 5 studio speakers enable you to listen to mixes, masters and multi-
media content with impressive clarity and warm, full sound. Built using technology 
adopted from Alesis’ award-winning Monitor One and M1Active professional studio 
monitors, Elevate 5 studio speakers are the perfect way to upgrade your computer 
or mobile device experience. Elevate 5 speakers bring out every detail of your sound, 
unencumbered and crystal clear. Their custom wooden cabinets have a dense con-
struction that provides natural bass. Packaged in stereo-matched sets, Elevate 5 
studio speakers deliver everything you need, all in one box.

00174528  ............................................................... MSRP $249.00 • MAP $149.00

iLoud Micro Monitor
IK Multimedia
iLoud Micro Monitor is a full-featured ultra-compact stereo reference monitoring 
system. It’s a pair of portable studio monitors with a professional-quality bi-amplified 
design that provides a true and accurate sound with a true linear frequency response. 
iLoud Micro Monitor is powered by four ultra efficient class D power amps that deliver a 
combined 50W RMS of power. Each offer extreme clarity and superior bass response via 
two 3/4” tweeters and two 3” woofers. These features are augmented by an on-board 
56-bit DSP processor. It gives you total control of the monitor’s performance, allowing 
for stunningly accurate and detailed sound for mixing in small spaces without the typical 
compromises of small monitors.

iLoud Micro Monitor can be adjusted to suit different playback situations thanks to 
its two positionable angles of inclination and three dedicated EQ switches: bass, 
treble and a “free field”/”desktop” compensation switch. These switches let you 
optimize its sound for your listening environment. It also comes with a full range of 
source options that in cludes Bluetooth streaming as well as RCA and 1/8” inputs. 
iLoud Micro Monitor is perfect for mixing, mastering, composing, producing, critically 
listening and more in a wide variety of situations both while traveling and while at 
home or in the studio.

00158578  ................................................................................MSRP/MAP $299.95

iLoud Padded Travel Bag
IK Multimedia
To protect your iLoud when you’re carrying it around, you can order the iLoud Travel 
Bag. This durable, 100% polyester case features a stitched-in iLoud logo, adjustable 
straps and a zippered pouch for cables and other small items. Dimensions: 11.8" x 
7.8" x 5.5"

00190257  .....................................................................................................$39.99

Also available: 
iLoud®

Portable Personal Speaker for Musicians and Audiophiles
00120176  ............................................................... MSRP $299.99 • MAP $249.99

HOME STUDIO MONITORS
monitors
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DX-2
Variable Dynamic Instrument Microphone
MXL
The new MXL DX-2® Variable Dynamic Instrument Microphone allows limitless customization of tone and pickup with innovative design for 
optimal microphone performance and placement. It is flat-faced for side address pickup while the crossfade knob allows blending between 
two distinctly different capsules with complimentary characteristics. The slotted semi-open back lets Capsule 1’s super cardioid large cap-
sule pick up ambient and naturalistic room tone; Capsule 2’s cardioid small capsule offers complete rejection of monitor and stage volume. 
Its design also allows for optimal placement directly on guitar cabinets with a higher SPL tolerance for horns and drums. Sturdy all-metal 
body construction for enhanced durability to withstand extended on-stage use and internal MOGAMI® wiring for unmatched clarity. This 
unique body style represents a step forward for MXL microphone designs and will set the standard for future MXL innovation.

00191990  ...................................................................................................................................................................................... $229.00

iRig Mic Lav 2-Pack
IK Multimedia
The iRig Mic Lav is the audio solution for film, television or broadcasting scenarios. This lava-
lier mic provides convenient, crisp, high-quality audio, right into your smartphone or tablet. It’s 
equipped with an omnidirectional condenser microphone to pick up sound from all directions, and 
the foam pop filter eliminates vocal plosives and wind noises. Any app that accepts input from a 
headset connection is compatible with the iRig Mic Lav. This money-saving pack includes two iRig 
Mic Lavs – great for interviewing!

00172825  ......................................................................................................MSRP/MAP $79.99

Also available: 
iRig Mic Lav
00154951  ........................................... MSRP/MAP $49.99

Expedition XP106w
Rechargeable Battery-Powered Wireless PA with DE10 Headset Mic
Samson Audio
Samson’s Expedition XP106w Rechargeable Battery Powered Wireless PA is packed with incredible 
features, including Bluetooth connectivity and a built-in 4-channel mixer. It also comes complete with 
a USB digital wireless system for delivering impromptu performances and professional presentations in 
any environment. Such versatility, combined with clean, crisp audio, makes the XP106w an all-in-one 
solution for classrooms, conferences, tour groups, parties, as well as a variety of outdoor applications. 
This package also includes a DE10 headset mic.

00191865  ........................................................................................... MSRP $429.99 • MAP $419.99

microphones

PORTABLE PA
live sound
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VHF Stage 200
Dual-Channel Handheld VHF Wireless System
Samson Audio
Samson’s Stage 200 is a dual-channel wireless microphone system that 
provides two handheld dynamic microphones that transmit to a single rugged 
metal receiver. Each handheld features Samson’s Q6 mic element, providing 
crisp, clear sound and reliable VHF wireless performance for home karaoke, 
live presentation, education, house of worship and other dual-performer 
applications.

The Stage 200 operates in the reliable VHF frequency spectrum, which has 
become significantly less crowded with the advancement of digital TV. VHF 
operation also provides both mic transmitters with an exceptional battery life 
of up to 12 hours via two AA batteries (not included).

Featuring the rugged metal SR200 receiver, the Stage 200 is designed for 
maximum durability and versatility. Its back panel provides two 1/4” outputs, 
as well as a balanced XLR out, to connect to a dedicated mixer or powered PA 
speaker. The 1/4” outputs send each channel separately, while the XLR sends 
a mix of both. Front panel volume controls on each channel let you find the 
perfect blend between two performers.

00172089 Group A  ..................................... MSRP $174.99 • MAP $149.99
00174537 Group B  ..................................... MSRP $174.99 • MAP $149.99
00174538 Group C  ..................................... MSRP $174.99 • MAP $149.99
00174539 Group D  ..................................... MSRP $174.99 • MAP $149.99

UHF FIXED FREQUENCY

AirLine 88 Headset
UHF Wireless System
Samson Audio
Samson’s AirLine 88 Headset system offers true wireless freedom without the 
hassle of a beltpack or cable. Featuring a lightweight, water-resistant micro 
transmitter headset with a secure yet comfortable fit, this frequency-agile 
UHF wireless system provides high definition sound, premium reliability and 
a 300’ operating range for fitness instructors and active performers.

Building on the legacy of the world’s first cable-free wireless system 
(Samson’s AirLine 77), the AirLine 88 Headset combines a micro transmitter 
and adjustable gooseneck into a low profile headset that molds to the shape 
of your head. Other great features of the AH8 Headset Transmitter include an 
internal 8-hour rechargeable lithium ion battery, easily accessible Gain and 
Mute controls, and IR sync to wirelessly match the receiver and transmitter 
frequency.

00191868 D Band ........................................MSRP $529.99 • MAP $399.99
00191984 K Band.........................................MSRP $529.99 • MAP $399.99

AirLine 88 Guitar
UHF Wireless System
Samson Audio
Samson’s AirLine 88 Guitar system offers true wireless freedom without 
the hassle of a beltpack or cable. Featuring a plug-in transmitter with a 
dual-position connector that is designed to fit a variety of guitar jacks, this 
frequency-agile UHF wireless system provides high definition sound, premium 
reliability and a 300’ operating range for guitars, basses and other stringed 
instruments.

AirLine 88 Guitar continues Samson’s longstanding commitment to wireless 
innovation. Designed to be an extension of your instrument rather than a 
separate component, the AG8 Guitar Transmitter lets you rule the stage with 
confidence. It provides IR sync to wirelessly match the receiver and transmit-
ter frequency, an audio Mute switch, battery life LED indicator and up to 12 
hours of operation on a single AA battery.

00191983 D Band ........................................MSRP $399.99 • MAP $299.99
00191985 K Band.........................................MSRP $399.99 • MAP $299.99

wireless mic systems
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Concert 99 Wireless Systems
Frequency-Agile UHF Wireless System
Samson Audio
Samson’s Concert 99 Wireless Systems combine 80 channels of high-defi-
nition audio and extreme reliability into a rugged all-metal, rack-mountable 
chassis with a stage-ready backlit display. With simple 1-touch setup, con-
venient monitoring, a 300’ UHF operating range and impressive transmitter 
battery life, this frequency-agile system offers unprecedented value to pre-
senters, educators, house of worship speakers, fitness instructors and others 
in search of reliable wireless freedom.

In both single and multi-system arrangements, the CR99 Wireless Receiver 
offers 80 total operating channels, selecting the best frequency option for 
your area. Quick to setup, the CR99’s Group scan helps avoid conflicting 
frequencies, while its IR sync function allows users to wirelessly match the 
transmitter to the receiver’s operating frequency.

The CR99 receiver features a bright, backlit LCD for monitoring on dark stages, 
even at long distances. The LCD also shows the exact battery life of your trans-
mitter, along with the channel number and its corresponding UHF frequency.

Concert 99 Earset
Audio reaches the CR99 Wireless Receiver receiver via the CB99 Beltpack 
Transmitter, which features Samson’s SE10 Earset Microphone with Miniature 
Condenser Capsule, moisture resistant design and locking connector. Offering 
eight hours of battery life using two AA batteries (not included), the CB99 
transmitter features a variable gain control, popless 1-touch mute button and 
metal belt clip.

00156721  .................................................. MSRP $369.99 • MAP $279.99 

Concert 99 Handheld
Audio reaches the CR99 Wireless Receiver receiver via the CH99 Handheld 
Transmitter, which features Samson’s Q8 Professional Dynamic Microphone 
capsule. Offering eight hours of battery life using two AA batteries (not includ-
ed), the CH99 transmitter features a variable gain control, as well as a popless 
1-touch mute button.

00156719  .................................................. MSRP $369.99 • MAP $279.99 

Concert 99 Presentation
Audio reaches the CR99 Wireless Receiver receiver via the CB99 Beltpack 
Transmitter, which includes Samson’s LM10 Omnidirectional Lavalier 
Microphone. Offering eight hours of battery life using two AA batteries (not 
included), the CB99 transmitter features a variable gain control, popless 
1-touch mute button and metal belt clip.

00156720  .................................................. MSRP $369.99 • MAP $279.99 

Concert 99 Guitar
Audio reaches the CR99 Wireless Receiver receiver via the CB99 Beltpack 
Transmitter, which features Samson’s GC32 Guitar Cable with a locking 
connector.

Offering eight hours of battery life using two AA batteries (not included), the 
CB99 transmitter features a variable gain control, popless 1-touch mute 
button and metal belt clip.

00156718  .................................................. MSRP $369.99 • MAP $279.99 

VHF • UHF FIXED FREQUENCY 
wireless mic systems

Relay G10
Plug-and-Play Digital Guitar 
Wireless System
Line 6
Relay® G10 is the world’s easiest gui-
tar wireless system. Just plug in your 
instrument and it works automatically 
– no additional setup required. You’ll 
hear your tone in amazing detail thanks 
to pure 24-bit Relay digital wireless 
sound quality – the same technology 
that top pros use on stage. The built-in 
rechargeable battery provides up to 8 
hours of playing time, and sleep mode 
extends battery life to as much as 200 

hours. When it’s time to recharge, simply plug the transmitter into the receiver. 
Relay G10 features a simple and intuitive design that makes going wirelessly 
as easy as using a cable.

00156361  .................................................. MSRP $249.99 • MAP $179.99
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Hal Leonard Beginning Guitar Pack
This comprehensive kit includes everything for a beginning guitarist! The high-quality electric guitar features two single core pick-ups and a humbucker, perfect 
for any style of music, and comes with a soft case. The Hal Leonard Guitar Tab Method book, the FastTrak DVD, and the Guitar Chords poster combine for a 
strong instruction component. An amplifier with headphone jack, “grind” function, and an MP3 jack is included for playing along with your favorite songs. The 
pack also includes a digital tuner, picks, a strap, and a guitar cable.

00139703  .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................$249.99

ChordBuddy  
Duck Commander  
Junior Guitar Pack
The popular ChordBuddy Junior pack has 
a new guitar that features artwork of a jam 
session with the TV celebrity phenoms from 
Duck Dynasty. This Duck Commander guitar 
learning system has a half-sized guitar for 
beginners of all ages starting with 4 years 
old. Beginners will easily learn rhythm, 
timing skills, and gain finger strength and 
dexterity by using the patented single-lever 
system with simple, colored buttons. There 
is instruction to eventually form standard 
chords so they can hoot ‘n’ holler with the 
Robertson Clan. The ChordBuddy Jr. Pack 
includes a 1/2-size guitar, ChordBuddy Jr. 
chord device, instructional DVD, songbook 
and guitar tuner.

00128978  .. MSRP $169.95 • MAP $99.95 

GUITAR DISPLAY CASES
Premium  
Guitar Display Case
GDV-4616S Model
Grundorf
Now you can show off your prized pos-
session and keep it protected at the 
same time! Each case comes with a 
plexi-glass front to perfectly display your 
guitar while keeping curious fingers at 
bay. This Guitar Display Case has a rich 
blue plush fabric interior and the exterior 
finish is our vintage black vinyl. Black 
steel corners and latches finish out the 
stylish look of this case. The GDV-4616S 
fits guitars up to 3.5" x 46" x 16".

00156365  Carpeted Case with  
Plexi-Glass .... MSRP $319.95

MAP $279.95
00158548  Black Vintage  

Vinyl Finish ... MSRP $399.95 
 MAP $339.95

guitars
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Loog II 3-Stringed Electric Guitar Kit
Loog Guitars
The Electric Loog is cute and small, but it’s not a toy: it’s a real guitar, made 
out of real wood and equipped with a screaming pickup that sounds amazing 
whatever style you play. Because it only has three strings and a narrow neck, 
it’s easier for small children to form chords and to make sense of what they 
are playing.

All Loog Guitars come unassembled, as we believe that building your own 
guitar is an experience that helps you bond with the instrument in a deeper 
level. It is also a bonding experience between parents and their children, who 
can build their Loog together and share their love of music.

Loog Guitars come with a free instructional book with songs by the Beatles, 
Rolling Stones, Taylor Swift, Bruno Mars, and more, and a free app with a 
tuner, a monkey drummer, and video lessons designed to get you playing 
songs – not just scales or exercises – on day one.

00156494 Red...............................................................MSRP/MAP $199.00
00156495 Black ...........................................................MSRP/ MAP $199.00

Assembled Loog 
Guitar Wooden  
Point-of-Sale Display
Loog Guitars
This point of sale display includes 
a wooden rack. It accommodates 4 
Loog Guitars, electric and acoustic 
models. Just assemble and you are 
ready to demo!

90013564  ...................... $150.00

Boxed Loog Metal Point-of-Sale Display
with Metal Rack and Display Shelf
Loog Guitars
This store display features a metal rack which holds up to 7 Loog boxes, with 
a display shelf to show the unassembled Loog.

90013116 

The Electric Blues Box Slide Guitar Kit
with Guitar, Instruction Book and DVD
Hinkler Books
Learning to play the Blues Box Guitar is easy and entertaining with accom-
plished musician Nick Bryant’s simple instructions. The instructional You Can 
Play Blues Box Slide Guitar book contains a history of the cigar box guitar; 
information about the Blues Box Guitar, including how to assemble and tune 
it; strumming, picking and slide techniques; and exercises that you can play 
along with to the tracks on the CD so you’ll be strumming with ease in no 
time! Increase your blues-playing confidence with the comprehensive audio 
CD which contains companion tracks to all the exercises in the book, as well 
as a tuning track, blues scale, and a demo track played on the Blues Box 
Guitar with a backing band, which will inspire you to be the next Blues Box 
Guitar sensation!

00175501  ........................................................................................ $34.99

guitars

New Colors
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guitars

ACOUSTIC GUITARS
Woodrow Guitar presents the WGA Classic, an officially licensed pro sports 
acoustic guitar decorated with your favourite team’s logos. Whether you have 
a big gig, or just want to show your friends you’re a die-hard collector and 
fan, look no further – the WGA Classic plays great and is sure to impress. This 
professionally crafted 41” acoustic guitar features a dreadnaught cutaway 
basswood body with a spruce top, catalpa neck, rosewood fretboard and 
bridge, die cast tuning machines, modified V neck, and exclusive Woodrow 
Guitar designed headstock.

MSRP $349.99 / MAP $299.99 each

NORTHENDER GUITARS
Each professionally crafted Woodrow guitar is a highly collectible, limited 
edition work of art. Every Woodrow NorthEnder electric guitar includes  
a delicately engraved metal plate, located at the base of the neck on the  
guitar’s body. It’s ready for the big gig, or just to show your friends that you’re 
a die-hard collector and fan. Each guitar comes with a guitar stand and a 
black Woodrow-branded, padded gig bag. 

MSRP $599.99 / MAP $499.99 each

Team Acoustic  Electric 
 Guitar Guitar
Boston Red Sox 195000 195205
Chicago Cubs 195001 195206
Chicago White Sox 195002 195207
Detroit Tigers 195003 195208
Kansas City Royals 195004 195209
Los Angeles Angels 195005 195210
Los Angeles Dodgers 195006 195211
New York Mets 195007 195212
New York Yankees 195008 195213
Pittsburgh Pirates  195214
San Francisco Giants 195009 195215
Seattle Mariners 195010 195216
St. Louis Cardinals 195011 195217
Texas Rangers 195012 
Toronto Blue Jays 195013 195218

Team Acoustic  Electric 
 Guitar Guitar
Boston Celtics 195014 153500
Chicago Bulls 195015 153501
Cleveland Cavaliers 195016 153502
Golden State Warriors 195017 153503
LA Clippers 195018 153504
LA Lakers 195019 153505
Miami Heat  153506
New York Knicks 195020 195219
Oklahoma City Thunder 195021 153507
Orlando Magic 195022 153508
Toronto Raptors  153509

Team Acoustic  Electric 
 Guitar Guitar
Arizona Cardinals 195023 153510
Atlanta Falcons 195024 153511
Baltimore Ravens 195025 153512
Buffalo Bills 195026 153513
Carolina Panthers 195027 
Chicago Bears 195028 153514
Cincinnati Bengals 195029 
Dallas Cowboys 195030 153515
Denver Broncos 195031 153516
Detroit Lions 195032 153517
Green Bay Packers 195033 153518
Houston Texans 195034 153519
Indianapolis Colts 195035 
Kansas City Chiefs 195036 153520
Los Angeles Rams 195046 195220
Miami Dolphins 195037 153521
Minnesota Vikings 195038 153522
New England Patriots 195039 153523
New Orleans Saints 195040 153524
New York Giants 195041 153525
New York Jets 195042 153526
Oakland Raiders 195043 153527
Philadelphia Eagles 195044 153528
Pittsburgh Steelers 195045 153529
San Diego Chargers  153530
San Francisco 49ers 195047 153531
Seattle Seahawks 195048 153532
Tennessee Titans 195049 153533
Washington Redskins 195050 195221
Super Bowl 50  155576

Team Acoustic  Electric 
 Guitar Guitar
Anaheim Ducks  195222
Arizona Coyotes  195223
Boston Bruins 195051 153534
Calgary Flames 195052 195224
Chicago Blackhawks 195053 153535
Detroit Red Wings 195054 153536
Edmonton Oilers 195055 
Los Angeles Kings 195056 153537
Minnesota Wild 195057 153538
Montreal Canadiens 195058 
Nashville Predators 195059 153539
New York Rangers 195060 153540
Philadelphia Flyers 195061 153541
Pittsburgh Penguins 195062 153542
St. Louis Blues 195063 
San Jose Sharks  153543
Toronto Maple Leafs 195066 195225
Washington Capitals 195064 
Winnipeg Jets 195065 

Mini replica guitars, guitar 
straps, guitar picks & gig bags 
branded by your favorite sports 

teams are also available.  

Ask your sales rep for details!
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guitar amps & pedals

GUITAR AMPS

ACR5
Acoustic Guitar Amplifier
Hartke
Hartke’s ACR5 is a lightweight 50-watt acoustic guitar amplifier that projects the natural sound of your instru-
ment, while providing versatility for practice and performance. Featuring a 6.5” woofer and 1” tweeter, the 
ACR5’s dual-channel design offers a 3-band EQ on each channel, feedback control, and reverb/chorus effects 
for both guitar and vocals.

Powered by an efficient 50-watt amplifier, the ACR5 is ideal for open mic nights at small venues. Its 6.5” woofer 
and 1” soft dome tweeter faithfully reproduce the natural tonal characteristics of your instrument, while the 
3-band EQs and 24-bit reverb/chorus effects expand sonic possibilities.

00174543  .................................................................................................................................................................................. MSRP $329.99 • MAP $249.99

MINI AMPS

Lunchbox
The World’s Smallest  
Stage Amp
ZT Amplifiers
ZT’s highly acclaimed original new-con-
cept amp is used by professionals for 
live performance, backstage, and studio 
recording. Less than 10 pounds with 
enough power for any gig. Use solo or 

power an external cabinet. Some of the music industry’s top professionals 
have been using the ZT Lunchbox amp since it was introduced in 2009, and 
the list keeps growing. This amp is a true breakthrough!

00119981  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $449.00

Lunchbox Carry Bag
Custom-sized, water resistant, padded shoulder bag. Expandable front pocket 
with zipper for pedals & cables. 

00119976  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $39.99

Lunchbox Acoustic
2-Channel PA System  
in a Box
ZT Amplifiers
One instrument channel and one XLR 
mic channel combine with ZT’s com-
pact size for an easy to use perfor-
mance-ready amp. Ideal for when you 
don’t need to blow the roof off the 
place but you need to sound great and 

don’t want to haul around a much bigger amp. The Lunchbox Acoustic is 
known for its warm, natural sound, which is complemented by lush onboard 
Reverb. 

00119979  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $499.00

Lunchbox Cab
Fire up your output and bottom end by 
adding this extension speaker optimized 
for The Lunchbox amp. Make the world’s 
most fierce (and cute) mini-stack or create 
separation for extra depth and dimension.

00119980  ...............MSRP/MAP $179.00

Junior
The World’s Smallest  
Professional Amp
ZT Amplifiers
The surprising and impressive ZT Junior 
brings you a level of performance simply 
not available in an amp of this size until 
now, delivering the sonic power and 
refinement of a great full-sized combo 

flowing out of a package just over 6 inches tall. The Junior has a huge sound 
with battery power option – it was honored with Premier Guitar magazine’s 
Premier Gear Award in their January 2013 issue.
00119982  ....................................................................MSRP/MAP $249.00

Junior Carry Bag
Custom-sized, water resistant, padded shoulder bag with expandable front 
pocket with zipper for pedals & cables.
00119975  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $39.99

Junior Battery Pack
The ZT 12V Battery Pack is a 12V power supply designed to power the  
ZT Junior amp for at least 2 hours. It fits easily in the pocket of the ZT 
Junior Carry Bag and uses 8 x AA batteries (not included) for easy backup/
replacement.
00119973  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $24.99

Junior Car Adapter Cable
The ZT Junior 12V Car Adapter Cable powers the ZT Junior amp from a 
car! This standard car cigarette lighter adapter features a coiled cable that 
extends to 12 feet (366cm). Male center-positive plug that is 2.5 x 5.5 mm.
00119974  .....................................................................MSRP/ MAP $19.99

Junior Pedal Cable Kit
The ZT Junior Pedal Cable Kit will power effects pedals right from your ZT 
amplifier! Kit contains 2 cables to connect and power up to 2 pedals from a 
ZT amplifier 9V output.
00119977  ......................................................................MSRP/MAP $19.99
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STOMPBOXES

Skyline EQ-V
Graphic Equalizer
Hotone
EQ-V is an essential equalizer stompbox for gui-
tarists/bassists. It offers five bands of EQ ranging 
from 80Hz to 5kHz, giving you complete control 
over your sound and eliminating unwanted feed-
back, especially when connected after a distortion 
effect. Furthermore, you can also use the EQ-V 
as a booster for a multi-dimensional, expanded 
sound.

00174534  ...........MSRP $134.99 • MAP $89.99

Skyline FAT Buffer
Preamp Effects Pedal
Hotone
Many musicians are bothered by signal loss when 
their pedal chains get too long. Plug your guitar 
into the FAT preamp, then out to your pedal chain, 
and everything will be right again. Kick the pedal 
on for a clean boost. When the boost is on, use 
the low and high knobs to shape your tone. The 
boost knob gives you up to 26dB of extra volume. 
The cut button enables a low cut filter (cuts the 
200Hz frequency).

00174531  ..........MSRP $109.99  • MAP $79.99

Skyline KRUSH
Bitcrusher/Sample Rate Reducer
Hotone
KRUSH is a compact-sized bitcrusher/sample rate 
reducer stompbox. The pedal features a variable, 
flexible and sweet-sounding digital downsampler 
with 3 different modes: radio simulator, neutral 
mode, and vintage phonograph simulator. Each 
mode downgrades the original signal in a very 
musical fashion.

00174533  ...........MSRP $149.99 • MAP $99.99

Skyline Q-Box Envelope Filter
Guitar Effects Pedal
Hotone
The Q-Box is a finely tuned digital envelope filter 
stompbox which delivers a wide range of autowah 
and dynamic wah effects. It features 3 modes: 
Touch wah mode with high pass filter, Touch wah 
mode with low pass filter, Autowah mode with 
low pass filter. And with the onboard range, Q and 
speed knobs, Q-Box can dish up all kinds of tasty 
Q sounds!

00174532  ...........MSRP $149.99 • MAP $99.99

Skyline GOLDEN TOUCH 
Stomp Box
Overdrive Stompbox
Hotone
Features include:

•  Overdrive pedal for emulating classic tube amp 
sounds

•  Tone and Volume parameter controls for shaping 
tone

•  Push-style Warm button adds warmer tone traits 
and gain

• Main light-up knob adjusts overall overdrive gain
00191867  ...........MSRP $134.99 • MAP $89.99

Skyboard Junior
Pedal Board Designed for  
Skyline Series Stompboxes
Hotone
The Skyboard Junior fits up to 5 Skyline pedals 
and includes: a tough, aluminum alloy pedal board 
• expandable carrying case with gear pocket • 
velcro strip.

00172084  ...........MSRP $104.99 • MAP $69.99

Goldwire 9V Power Supply
Hotone
Features include:

• 6-foot cable
• Center negative polarity
• Up to 2A output can handle up to 20 pedals
•  Automatically converts to international voltages
00191866  ................MSRP $36.99 •MAP 24.99
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Xtomp Guitar 
Pedal
Hotone
XTOMP is an ultrathin 
effects pedal stompbox 
that simulates all kinds 
of iconic classic, vin-
tage, and modern ped-
als through its growing 
effects library of over 
300 models. XTOMP 
uses iOS and Android 
app to manage all your 
effects and transfers 

them to your stompbox via Bluetooth Smart. This powerful pedal lets you get 
creative by giving you access to both modern, cutting edge units and rare, out 
of production pedals of lore. At any given time, it is always that “one” pedal 
that you need!

00172083  ...................................................MSRP $389.99 • MAP $229.99

Ravo MP10
Multieffects Pedal
Hotone
Hotone RAVO is a 
multi-effects processor 
and USB audio inter-
face. This tiny, light-
weight pedal has all the 
functions you need – 
130 effects in 8 useful 
modules, 100 amazing 
presets, a built-in drum 
machine with 100 pat-
terns, 30 seconds of 
recordable looping, and 

a high quality USB audio interface. Plus, it comes with a free, user-friendly 
software – RAVO Tonebank – for editing and sharing your own tone. Ravo will 
be your best live performance and recording tool.

Features: 8 Effect Modules • 130 Effect Types • 100 Preset Patches • 
44.1kHz sampling, 24-bit A/D/A Conversion • 32-bit DSP Processor Onboard 
• Assignable Expression Pedal • Free RAVO Tonebank software available for 
editing and sharing tones • Built-in drum machine with 100 patterns • 30 
seconds recordable looper • Precise Tuning function • Patch Pre-Select Recall 
function • Bright, easy-to-check display • Compact operation interface • AAA 
battery (x4) power supply and USB bus power supply available.

00172085  ...................................................MSRP $224.99 • MAP $149.99

Bass Press
Volume/Expression/
Wah-Wah Pedal
Hotone
The Hotone Bass Press is a 
3-in-1 compact pedal designed 
for bass players. This unit fea-
tures wah, volume, and expres-
sion modes. The wah mode is 
specially optimized for bass fre-
quencies, featuring wild, strong, 
clear sound character without 
affecting your bottom end. If 
musicians the world over agree 
on one thing, it is their common 

hatred of the “volume sucking” quality of passive volume pedals. Bass Press’ 
volume mode is an active volume design, which keeps your tone pristine. Fine 
tune the bottom end with the volume range control. Expression pedal mode 
can be used without a battery or external power supply. It is compatible with 
most digital effects and connects with a standard stereo 1/4” jack. This mode 
also suports keyboards and other instruments that use expression control.

00174535  .................................................... MSRP $149.99 • MAP $99.99

Vow Press
Switchable Volume/
Wah Pedal
Hotone
The Hotone Vow Press is a 
3-in-1 pedal in a smart com-
pact size. This unit features 
wah, volume, and vol/wah 
modes. The wah mode is for 
all the cry babies out there – 
we’re talking about the legit 
vocal sweep and lush har-
monics of the wah’s classic 
era. If musicians the world 

over agree on one thing, it is their common hatred of the “volume sucking” 
quality of passive volume pedals. Vow Press’ volume mode is an active vol-
ume design, which keeps your tone pristine. Fine tune the bottom end with 
the volume range control. The vow/wah mode offers a volume pedal, then a 
wah pedal, then back again! This mode combines volume control and vintage 
wah tone in one, and they can be changed instantly with a simple press.

00174536  .................................................... MSRP $149.99 • MAP $99.99

BeatBuddy Mini
Personal Drum Pedal
Singular Sound
New price!

See the 2016 Instruments, Gear & 
Technology Catalog for a complete 
description.

00151835  ..................... MSRP $199.00 
MAP $99.00

MULTI_EFFECTS PEDALS
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HL77 Loop
Bass Looper Pedal
Hartke
Hartke’s HL77 Looper Pedal combines extensive 
features, an abundance of onboard memory and 
a simple user interface into a compact, rugged 
stompbox-style designfor guitarists and bassists 
looking to add layers to their creativity. Offering 
unlimited overdubs and 20 rhythm tracks in 3/4 
or 4/4 time, the HL77 is the perfect creative 
addition to any guitarist/instrumentalist’s arsenal.

The HL77 offers over six hours of record time 
with 99 locations for storing your individual 
loop phrases. Real-time recording is logical and 
straightforward, even offering Undo/Redo func-
tionality. A USB port allows importing and export-
ing of WAV files, while the 1/8” (3.5mm) stereo 
input lets users sample loops and phrases from 
external devices. A playback level knob helps 
establish the proper blend between overdubs.

00174542  .......  MSRP $224.99 • MAP $149.99

HC33 Chorus
Analog Bass Chorus Pedal
Hartke
Hartke’s HC33 Analog Bass Chorus Pedal features 
all-analog circuitry for adding lush, shimmering 
accents to your sound. From vibrant modulation 
to elegant swirls, the HC33 has you covered. A 
Depth knob lets you set the modulation sweep 
amount, while the Speed knob adjusts the rate of 
the chorus effect.

The HC33’s key to attaining the warm, rich bril-
liance found in traditional analog chorus pedals 
is the use of discrete capacitor delays that filter 
noise and “hold” the signal according to the 
adjusted Speed amount. When not in use, the 
pedal’s true bypass hardware switching gives 
players confidence knowing their signal is unaf-
fected.

00174540  .......... MSRP $119.99 • MAP $79.99

HF44 Fuzz
Bass Fuzz Pedal
Hartke
Hartke’s HF44 Bass Fuzz Pedal features all-an-
alog circuitry for the fat, punchy distortion heard 
in classic stompboxes. Its FET design delivers the 
high-voltage saturated sound of a tube, while Mid 
and Tone controls dial in the harmonic character 
and high-frequency edge needed to drive all your 
aggressive riffs.

Not everyone thinks of distortion as being “musi-
cal”. This ends with the HF44. The pedal’s ability 
to instantly add “body” and “thickness” to your 
tone with exceptional headroom is a testament to 
its all-analog design. Capturing the essence of an 
opened-up tube amplifier has never been easy, 
but the live, dynamic tone of the HF44 succeeds 
where others have failed.

00174541  .......... MSRP $119.99 • MAP $79.99

BASS AMP

TX600
Class D Bass Amplifier
Hartke
Hartke’s lightweight TX600 is a 600-watt Class D bass amplifier that offers 
the legendary Hartke tube preamp circuitry in a highly portable design. Within 
a rugged, yet compact enclosure, the TX600 features an onboard compressor 
and unique tone stack EQ section that provides players of all styles with 
thorough control over their sound.

Inspired by the countless hours spent by Hartke engineers listening to bass 
players of all genres, the TX600’s tone stack EQ is a preset equalization curve 
tailored to bass guitar. The Shape and Frequency knobs provide detailed 
control of the midrange frequency voicing, while the Bass and Treble controls 
allow for further adjustments to create a tone that is your own.

Featuring the same Class A tube preamp circuitry as Hartke’s renowned LH 
Series linear amplifiers, the TX600 produces a wide range of tone with incred-
ible warmth and punch. The amp’s Compressor knob provides control over the 
bass dynamics to establish a smooth, even sound, while a Brite button adds 
extra high frequency attack.

00172587  .................................................. MSRP $519.99 • MAP $399.99BASS PEDALS 
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NX Series  
Bass Strings
Premium Nickel  
Bass Guitar Strings Packs
Hartke
Hartke’s Nx Premium Nickel Bass 
Guitar Strings provide Serious 
Tone® and enhanced playability for 
the modern bass player. Featuring 
a hexagonal steel core precise-
ly wound with nickel-plated steel, 
these strings ensure extended life 
and consistent intonation.

The Nx bass strings are engineered 
to deliver big fundamental frequencies, while reproducing the instrument’s 
harmonics for balanced bass with a lot of punch.

Nickel-plated bass strings provide a clear, bright tone that is ideal for classic 
rock, folk and other genres where a crisp, round tone is needed. They offer a 
soft feel while providing extended life that is easy on your fingers, as well as 
your bass guitar’s frets.

4-String Packs

00172090  Extra Light Bass Strings (NX440)....................................... $39.99
00172091  Light Bass Strings (NX445)  .............................................. $39.99
00172092  Medium Bass Strings (NX450)  ......................................... $39.99

5-String Packs

00172096  Extra Light Bass Strings (NX540)....................................... $49.99
00172097  Light Bass Strings (NX545) ............................................... $49.99
00172098  Medium Bass Strings (NX550) .......................................... $49.99

SX Series 
Bass Strings
Premium Stainless Steel  
Bass Guitar Strings Packs
Hartke
Hartke’s Sx Premium Stainless 
Steel Bass Guitar Strings provide 
Serious Tone® and enhanced play-
ability for the modern bass player. 
Featuring hexagonal core wire pre-
cisely wound with stainless steel, 
these strings ensure extended life 
and consistent intonation. The Sx 
bass strings are engineered to 
deliver big fundamental frequen-

cies, while producing a clear sound with bright tonal characteristics that cut 
through the mix.

Stainless steel bass strings provide a super-bright tone that is ideal for funk, 
metal and other genres where an aggressive, dynamic tone is needed. They 
create long-lasting tone with a distinct punch.

4-String Packs

00172093  Extra Light Bass Strings (SX440) ....................................... $39.99
00172094  Light Bass Strings (SX445)................................................ $39.99
00172095  Medium Bass Strings (SX450)  .......................................... $39.99

5-String Packs

00172099  Extra Light Bass Strings (SX540) ....................................... $49.99
00172100  Light Bass Strings (SX545)................................................ $49.99
00172101  Medium Bass Strings (SX550) ........................................... $49.99

BASS PEDALS 

Bass Attack 2
Bass Preamp/Direct Box with Overdrive
Hartke
Hartke’s Bass Attack 2 combines the classic preamp circuitry of a profes-
sional direct box with the vast tone shaping capabilities of the industry’s 
best stompboxes, all in a rugged, zinc die cast stompbox-style design. Its 
Overdrive circuit provides bass players with creative control over effects rang-
ing from subtle tube emulation to grungy fuzz, while Hartke’s Its Overdrive 
circuit provides bass players with creative control over effects ranging from 
subtle tube emulation to grungy fuzz, while Hartke’s high-frequency growl. 
With a 1/4” parallel output for dry signals, 1/4” effect output for your amp, and 
balanced XLR direct output, the Bass Attack 2 provides flexible output options 
for FOH or studio recording consoles.

00156729  ...................................................MSRP $199.99 • MAP $149.99

BASS STRINGS
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Command Kit
Eight-Piece Electronic Drum Kit 
with Mesh Snare and Mesh Kick
Alesis
This eight-piece electronic drum kit features 
an exclusive Alesis mesh snare and mesh 
kick (patent pending) that deliver an authen-
tic drumming experience. Along with the 8” 
mesh kick and a 10” dual-zone mesh snare 
drum, there are also two 9” dual-zone rack 
toms and an 11” dual-zone floor tom. The set 
also features a 10” ride cymbal, a 10” hi-hat 
with pedal and a 10” crash with choke. The 
included Advanced Drum Module features 70 
drum kits (50 factory + 20 user) with over 
600 sounds and 60 play-along tracks, built-in 
metronome to sharpen your skills and more. 
The premium chrome 4-post rack keeps 
everything solidly anchored, no matter how 
hard you play.

00160146 ���MSRP $1299.00 • MAP $699.99 

Forge Kit
Eight-Piece Electronic Drum Kit 
with Forge Drum Module
Alesis
The Alesis Forge Kit is a complete 8-piece 
electronic drum kit that includes everything 
you need to play like a pro. It features an 11” 
dual-zone snare and three 8” tom pads for 
great feel and natural response, plus a kick 
drum pad with pedal. Three cymbals give you 
a virtually unlimited range of playing expres-
sion and the premium chrome 4-post mount-
ing rack keeps everything solid and secure. 
The setup also includes the powerful Forge 
Drum Module that features 70 drum kits (50 
factory + 20 user) with over 600 sounds and 
60 play-along tracks, built-in metronome to 
sharpen your skills and more.

00160147  ... MSRP $999.00 • MAP $499.99 

drums
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SamplePad 4
4-Pad Percussion and Sample-Triggering Instrument
Alesis
The Alesis SamplePad 4 is an all-in-one percussion and sample-playing instrument. It comes 
equipped with four responsive, LED-illuminated rubber pads, dual zone trigger input, and ten 
preset kits. With a built-in library of the most commonly requested percussion and electronic 
drum sounds and the ability to load samples, the only limit is your imagination. For even more 
flexibility, you can tune and add reverb to your sounds. Intuitive navigation makes it easy to 
browse through your kits and you can drag and drop your samples via USB on a Mac or PC 
without removing your SD card. The bright blue LED lighting is clearly visible in every setting.

00160150 ............................................................................. MSRP $399.00 • MAP $179.00 

CompactKit 4
4-Pad Portable Tabletop Drum Kit
Alesis
The Alesis CompactKit 4 is a tabletop electronic drum kit with everything a young drummer 
needs to sharpen their skills on their way to stardom! Four velocity-sensitive drum pads deliv-
er realistic drum sound with the feel and response of real drums. There are dozens of built-in 
songs and rhythms, so any young percussionist can start playing along with the music right 
away – no need to wait for “the band” to come over!

CompactKit4 includes a music coach feature that shows notes on the LCD screen and teaches 
the player how to play along with the built in songs and rhythms. The built-in game function 
brings an additional measure of fun to the experience of learning how to play. Plug it into the 
wall or take it anywhere and play by using 6 C batteries (not included).

00174530  .............................................................................. MSRP $179.00 • MAP $79.00

CompactKit 7
7-Pad Portable Tabletop Drum Kit
Alesis
The Alesis CompactKit 7 is a tabletop electronic drum kit with seven velocity-sensitive drum 
pads that deliver realistic drum sound with the feel and response of real drums. It also comes 
with two pedals for hi-hat and kick drum, so you’ll really feel as if you’re sitting down at an 
actual set. There are 100’s of built-in percussion voices, preset drum kits and play-along 
songs, so you can get started right away with your own customized sound.

The 3-digit LED display shows the status of all your operational settings and separate LEDs 
light up in response to which pad is being struck, giving you instant visual feedback. The 
self-recording function records you as you play and retains the recording even after you 
turn the unit off. Want to expand your sound potential? Use the USB-MIDI output to connect 
CompactKit7 to your favorite DAW and plug-ins. Sticks are included and so is an AC power 
supply. But you can take CompactKit 7 with you and play anywhere, by using 6 C batteries 
(not included).

00174529  ............................................................................ MSRP $279.00 • MAP $179.00
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DRUM STICKS
Drummers can show their team loyalty with these solid birch sticks in 
the 5A style. They are 16” in length and 5/8” in diameter. Includes pair of 
drum sticks, officially licensed with team color graphics. 

MSRP $24.99 / MAP $19.99 each

00195067 Arizona Diamondbacks
00195068 Atlanta Braves
00195069 Baltimore Orioles
00195070 Boston Red Sox
00195071 Chicago Cubs 
00195072 Chicago White Sox 
00195073 Cincinnati Reds
00195074 Cleveland Indians
00195075 Colorado Rockies
00195076 Detroit Tigers
00195077 Houston Astros
00195078 Kansas City Royals
00195079 Los Angeles Angels

00195080 Los Angeles Dodgers
00195081 Miami Marlins
00195082 Milwaukee Brewers
00195083 Minnesota Twins
00195084 New York Mets
00195085 New York Yankees
00195086 Oakland Athletics
00195087 Philadelphia Phillies
00195088 Pittsburgh Pirates
00195089 San Diego Padres
00195090 San Francisco Giants
00195091 Seattle Mariners
00195092 St. Louis Cardinals
00195093 Texas Rangers
00195094 Toronto Blue Jays
00195095 Washington Nationals 

00195096 Calgary Flames
00195097 Colorado Avalanche
00195098 Edmonton Oilers
00195099 Los Angeles Kings
00195100 Montreal Canadiens
00195101 New York Islanders
00195102 Ottawa Senators
00195103 Vancouver Canucks
00195104 Winnipeg Jets

27

00195226 Arizona Diamondbacks
00195227 Atlanta Braves
00195228 Baltimore Orioles 
00195229 Boston Red Sox 
00195230 Chicago Cubs
00195231 Chicago White Sox
00195232 Cincinnati Reds
00195233 Cleveland Indians
00195234 Detroit Tigers
00195235 Kansas City Royals
00195236 Los Angeles Angels
00195237 Los Angeles Dodgers
00195238 Miami Marlins
00195239 Milwaukee Brewers
00195240 Minnesota Twins
00195241 New York Mets
00195242 New York Yankees
00195243 Oakland Athletics
00195244 Philadelphia Phillies
00195245 Pittsburgh Pirates

00195246 San Diego Padres
00195247 San Francisco Giants
00195248 Seattle Mariners
00195249 St. Louis Cardinals
00195250 Texas Rangers
00195251 Toronto Blue Jays
00195252 Washington Nationals

00195273 Detroit Red Wings 
00195274 Los Angeles Kings 
00195275 Minnesota Wild 
00195276 Montreal Canadiens 
00195277 Nashville Predators 
00195278 New York Rangers 
00195279 Philadelphia Flyers
00195280 St. Louis Blues
00195281 San Jose Sharks
00195282 Toronto Maple Leafs
00195283 Washington Capitals
00195284 Winnipeg Jets 

00195253 Arizona Cardinals
00195254 Atlanta Falcons
00195255 Baltimore Ravens
00195256 Buffalo Bills
00195257 Carolina Panthers
00195258 Cincinnati Bengals
00195259 Cleveland Browns
00195260 Detroit Lions
00195262 Houston Texans
00195263 Indianapolis Colts
00195264 Kansas City Chiefs
00195265 Miami Dolphins
00195266 Minnesota Vikings
00195267 New York Jets
00195268 Oakland Raiders
00195269 Los Angeles Rams
00195270 San Diego Chargers
00195271 Tennessee Titans
00195272 Washington Redskins

UKULELES
Grab a uke and get ready to jam! Each professionally crafted Woodrow Denny soprano ukulele is a highly collectible, limited 
edition work of art. This standard 21” ukulele is the smallest member of the ukulele family, known for its uplifting and jangly 
sound. The Denny is exquisitely styled using linden wood with a maple fingerboard, and the body is decked out with your 
favorite sports team’s colors and licensed imagery. The Denny includes its own oxford fabric protective case. Great for begin-
ner to advanced players and for collectors, the Denny soprano ukulele is a must-have for any musician, or any sports fan. 

MSRP $89.99 / MAP $79.99 each

For complete team selection,  
see our website or 2016 Gift catalog.
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Signature Heritage Café Con 
Leche Series Conga
Tycoon Percussion
What could be more Cuban than a hot cup of Café Con 
Leche? Tycoon represents that musical and caffeinated 
connection with its Café Con Leche drum series includ-
ing congas, bongos, djembes and cajons. These drums 
utilize traditional elements and signature steel bands 
with a highly innovative finishing process which gives 
them a smooth, two-tone pearlescent appearance.

The congras feature an extra wide belly and classic rims.

00158208 10” ............................................. MSRP $839.00 • MAP $519.00
00158209 11” ............................................. MSRP $849.00 • MAP $529.00 
00158210 11-3/4” ...................................... MSRP $859.00 • MAP $539.00 
00158211 12-1/2” ...................................... MSRP $869.00 • MAP $549.00 

Signature Heritage Series 
Bongos –  
Café Con Leche Finish
Tycoon Percussion
Equipped with genuine calf skin heads, these 
drums are perfect for any style of music and 

are excellent for both studio recordings and live playing. Constructed of 
hand-selected, aged Siam Oak wood, and featuring brushed-chrome Classic 
Pro hoops and large 5/16” diameter tuning lugs. The Café Con Leche finish 
features steel bands and undergoes a highly innovative finishing process to 
give it a smooth, two-tone peralescent appearance.

00158214 7” & 8-1/2” ................................ MSRP $459.00 • MAP $299.00 

Signature Heritage Series  
Djembe –  
Café Con Leche Finish
Tycoon Percussion
Constructed of hand-selected aged Siam Oak wood, this 
djembe features a brushed chrome Classic Pro hoop, 
reinforced side plates with 5/16” diameter tuning lugs, 
and backing plates. The 22” tall drum has a 12” diameter 
head made of hand-picked premium quality goat skin. It 
includes steel bands and has undergone a highly inno-
vative finishing process that gives this djembe a smooth, 

two-tone pearlescent apperance. A tuning wrench is included.

00158217 12” ............................................. MSRP $659.00 • MAP $429.00 

29 Series Signature Heritage 
Cajon –  
Café Con Leche Finish
Tycoon Percussion
Individually tested to ensure superior sound quality, 
this cajon produces deep, loud bass tones and high, 
sharp slap notes. Includes a snare adjusting Allen 
wrench. It features a steel band and has undergone a 
highly innovative finishing process that gives this Café 

Con Leche series its smooth, two-tone pearlescent appearance.

00158218  .................................................. MSRP $349.00 • MAP $199.00 

Acrylic Timbales
Tycoon Percussion
Superior quality and authenticity in sound 
designed for the professional or advanced 
player. Includes heavy duty, fully height-adjust-
able, tilting timbale stand, cowbell mounting 
bracket with Tycoon TW-60 cowbell, pair of 
timbale sticks, and tuning wrench. Acrylic 
timbales expand the tones and ranges usually 
produced by traditional steel timbales. Shells 
available in standard depth (6-1/2” tall), deep-
shell (8-1/2” tall) and extradeep shell (10” tall). 
Stand included.

00158216 14” & 15” ................................... MSRP $559.00 • MAP $379.00 

Bougarabou
Tycoon Percussion
Handcrafted from a single piece of sun-dried Mango 
wood, this drum is 24” tall with a hand-picked quality 
goat skin head. It features natural varnish finishing, and 
the deep bowl provides added depth to the bass tones. 
It is often used to back up djembes in percussion groups 
and drum circles.

00158219 10” ............. MSRP $229.00 • MAP $149.00
00755197 12” ............. MSRP $219.00 • MAP $139.00 

Small Fiberglass Shekeres
Tycoon Percussion
This versatile African instrument serves as a rattle, 
shaker, and a drum all in one. Hand-strung plastic beads 
woven in an adjustable nylon web allows for playing both 
loud, rattling sounds or softer sounds with added control. 
Excellent drum-like bass tones are created from hitting 
the bottom of the shell. A protective rubber ring covers 
the the mouth of the shekere.

00158620 Natural ...........................................................................$139.00
00158621 Red.................................................................................$139.00
00158622 Yellow .............................................................................$139.00
00158623 Black ..............................................................................$139.00

Aluminum Repinique
Tycoon Percussion
This two-headed Brazilian drum is used in samba 
baterias (percussion ensembles) and is equivalent 
to the tom-tom in the non-Brazilian drum kit or the 
tenor drum in marching bands. Tycoon Repiniques 
are made from a polished aluminum shell and 
capped with two tunable synthetic drumheads. 
Tuning is easy and secure due to its 8 sets of tuning 
lugs and chrome hardware.

00158220 10” ............................................. MSRP $259.00 • MAP $159.00 
00160555 12” ............................................. MSRP $279.00 • MAP $169.00 
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Aluminum Chocalho
Tycoon Percussion
Chocalho is the generic name for “shaker” 
in Portugese. In this particular case, it is 
a kind of jingle stick used to play samba 
music – a traditional Brazilian rhythmic 
instrument typically used to sustain the 

rhythm of the Surdos or Repinique. It’s played by shaking it back and forth and 
forcefully pumping the arms up and down to create sharp accents with the 
jingles. Featuring 45 pairs of aluminum jingles across five rows, the Chocalho 
is constructed of lightweight steel for enhanced playing comfort while main-
taining strength and durability. The Tycoon Chocalho has ergonomically-de-
signed handles for maximum comfort and playability.

00158223  .................................................. MSRP $219.00 • MAP $139.00 

Udukere
Tycoon Percussion
The udu originated in Nigeria and is actually a water jug with 
an additional hole, typically made of clay and producing a wide 
range of sounds. The shekere from West Africa consists of a 
dried gourd with beads woven into a net covering the gourd, 
and it may be twisted, shaked or slapped to produce a variety 

of effects. Tycoon endorser Kornel Horvath had a vision to combine these two 
unique musical instruments and thus Tycoon has created this brand new udukere.

00158624  ......................................................................................$249.00

Ritmo Series Bongos
Tycoon Percussion
The Ritmo Series Bongos are construct-
ed of aged Siam Oak, featuring 6” x 7” 
shells, black powder-coated Classic Pro 
hoops and large 1/4” diameter tuning 

lugs. Perfect for beginner bongo players, they also include high quality water 
buffalo skin heads, and a tuning wrench.

00158212 Jamjuree Wood ............................... MSRP $59.99 • MAP $59.00 
00158213 Black Finish .................................... MSRP $59.99 • MAP $59.00 

Large Hi-Hat Tambourine 
with 10 Pair of Jingles
Tycoon Percussion
The Tycoon 10” hi-hat tambourines feature 
a bigger size, double that of the usual 5” 
versions and increases the amount of jingles 

from 5 to 10. This makes the normal sound, syncopated with the hi-hat pull, 
much louder. If you still want to play off beats and other rhythms with a stick, 
Tycoon has added a rubber padded “hit zone” that protects it from wear and 
tear without sacrificing sound. The jingles are mounted on a highly durable 
frame that will stand up to the rigors of the road.

00158625 Steel Jingles .....................................................................$45.00
00158626 Brass Jingles ....................................................................$50.00

Gabor Dornyei  
Drum Pack
Tycoon Percussion
Session master and award-winning drum-
mer Gabor Dornyei performs around the 
world using funky grooves, wild solos and 
odd times that elevate listeners into a space 

where drums and percussion rule the world. This pack includs a trio of Tycoon 
instruments that he uses to accent and highlight his sound and abilities as a 
drummer – the Black Pearl Series Rock Bell, a Mountable Tambourine with 
brass jingles, and a low-pitched lip block.

00158627  ......................................................................................$225.00

Hex-Jam Shakers
 Tycoon Percussion
Tycoon’s Hex-Jam Shaker uses the beautiful 
textures and durability of Jamjuree wood to 
create a sound that is sharp, crisp and accu-
rate enough to be heard but adds a nice touch 
of warmth.

00158615 6” .....................................................................................$30.00
00158616 8” .....................................................................................$35.00

Large Bata Skin Shaker
Tycoon Percussion
The Bata Skin Shakers are manufactured from environ-
mentally friendly Siam Oak. This shaker, shaped like a 
bata drum has real skin heads and produces a variety of 
sounds depending on how the player holds the shaker.

00158617  ..........................................................$25.00

Large Conga Skin Shaker
Tycoon Percussion
Large conga skin shakers from Tycoon are wooden shak-
ers designed in the shape of a conga drum. A rawhide 
head is included on the miniature drums. This shaker is 
great for studio situations. Skin shakers are available in 
4 styles; bata, bongo, conga and djembe.

00158618  .........................................................$25.00

Large Djembe Shaker
Tycoon Percussion
The large djembe skin shaker from Tycoon is made of 
wood and designed in the shape of a djembe. A rawhide 
head is included on the miniature drums. This shaker is 
great for studio situations. Skin shakers are available in 
4 styles; bata, bongo, conga and djembe.

00158619  .........................................................$25.00

Mini Low-Pitched Plastic 
Maracas
Tycoon Percussion
These maracas are designed to cut through in all 
styles of music including Latin, pop, rock and all 
other genres.

00158613 Red ..........................................$25.00
00158614 Blue .........................................$25.00

Rosewood  
Handheld  
Cowbell Beater
Tycoon Percussion

This beater creates a clear tone when used with a hand held cowbell.

00158222  ........................................................................................$25.00
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iRig Blue Turn
Backlit Compact  
Bluetooth Page Turner
IK Multimedia
Now, using an iPhone, iPad, 
Mac or Android on stage for 
set lists and sheet music 
just got a lot easier! iRig 
BlueTurn is a Bluetooth page 
turner with backlit pads that 

easily lets you turn pages and scroll through material hands-free. If you’d like 
to streamline the page turning process for your sheet music, lyrics, slides, 
tabs and other documents, iRig BlueTurn is the answer. iRig BlueTurn is a 
compact Bluetooth page turning solution for iPhone/iPad, Mac and Android 
that lets you use your feet to set your hands free while performing. It comes 
with two highly visible backlit soft-touch buttons that you can trigger with 
your feet to turn pages, leaf through lyrics, scroll slides and more in your 
favorite apps and software.

00158580  ..................................................................... MSRP/MAP $69.99 

iRig Blue Turn + iKlip Xpand Bundle
00159643  ..................................................................... MSRP/MAP $99.99 

iKlip A/V
Smartphone Broadcast Mount
IK Multimedia
iKlip A/V is a complete mobile solution for professional audio and video 
recording with your smartphone. An industry first, it’s a system that now gives 
you the ability to capture and monitor pro-quality audio on the go thanks to 
an integrated high-quality mic preamp and built-in wireless receiver support. 
With iKlip A/V you can take your best shot, capture your best take and get 
professional broadcast-ready results with just your smartphone and your 
favorite microphone.

Features include:
• Professional audio and video broadcast recording system for 

smartphones
• XLR mic preamp with phantom power and gain
• Integrated wireless receiver support
• 1/8” TRRS analog audio output
• Headphone output for real-time monitoring
•  Standard tripod and camera mount threads
•  Powered by two standard AA batteries

00158579  ................................................................... MSRP/MAP $179.95 

Griffin Survivor Slim for iPad Pro
Griffin Technology

Features include:
• Protects against damage from 6.6-foot (2 meter) drops
• Silicone buttons protect controls
• Access to fingerprint scanner
• Built-in kickstand locks open for viewing or typing
• Slim profile fits easily in bookbag or backpack
• Compatible with Apple’s Smart Keyboard
• Stores Apple Pencil

00158232 Black ................................................................................$89.99
00158233 Gray/Yellow.......................................................................$89.99
00158234 Black/Blue ........................................................................$89.99

iPhone/iPod Touch 
Adaptor Cable
Peterson Strobe Tuners
This adaptor cable has been specifically 
designed to function with your mobile 
Apple or Android phone/tablet device.

00156486  .................................$13.99

PitchGrabber Mobile
Clip-On Tuner Pickup
Peterson Strobe Tuners
The PitchGrabber Mobile tuning pickup 
easily and safely clamps on to virtually 
any musical instrument and captures the 
pitch using its piezo pickup sending it 
directly to your mobile tuning application. 
The PitchGrabber Mobile uses the head-
phone/mic input of your mobile device 
to completely isolate the sound of your 

instrument and provide a direct input path to your tuning application. Perfect 
for tuning in noisy environments. Wide jaws clip on to the lead pipe, barrel 
of a flute, or any round tubing on horns without marring the instrument. An 
8-foot (243cm) long, fabric wrapped cord permits free movement while using 
the PitchGrabber and also allows tangle-free use with larger instruments (like 
Tuba horns).

00156485  ........................................................................................ $19.99

mobile device products
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mobile device products

USB-C Cables
Griffin Technology
USB-C is the new connection standard that replaces other USB connectors for all kinds of devices. 
Griffin is here to make sure your USB-C smartphones, hard drives, cameras, computers, chargers 
and other devices can all talk to one another. Griffin’s cables are crafted using superior components 
to ensure long life and data integrity.

USB-C Cable  
3-Foot in Black
00182824  ��������������$29.99

USB-C to USB 
Cable  
3-Foot Black
00182825  ��������������$19.99

USB-C to Micro 
USB Cable 
3-Foot
00182826  ��������������$19.99

USB-C to USB 
Adpater
00182827  ��������������$19.99

Breaksafe  
Magnetic  
USB-C Cable
00182828  ��������������$39.99

MUSIC LIGHTS
These new music lights from Mighty Bright are constructed of matte silicone 
and feature Mighty Bright’s award winning contemporary design language. 
Both lights’ LEDs are precisely calibrated to cast warm white light, eliminating 
any concerns of harsh, bluish light sometimes associated with LED technol-
ogy. The warm white light exhibits high color rendering, enabling musicians 
to see colors accurately. Designed for the musician’s ultimate comfort, these 
LEDs are continuously dimmable, and their flexible necks bend to direct the 
light precisely where needed.

Wonderflex Music Light
Mighty Bright
The WonderFlex is an updated version of 
Mighty Bright’s bestselling XtraFlex2 LED 
Light. The two-LED WonderFlex is a multi-
purpose music light. 

00182832 .....  MSRP $23.99 • MAP $18.99

Nuflex Music Light
Mighty Bright
The NuFlex is a new and improved interpreta-
tion of the HammerHead LED Light. Its three 
LEDs are arranged in the HammerHead’s 
popular light bar configuration.

00182833  ....MSRP $39.99 • MAP $28.99

MUSIC FOLDERS

Marching Band  
Flip Folder
Marlo Plastics
This folder features 8 window sleeves.

00159648  .................MSRP/MAP $6.99

Choral Folder – 
White
Marlo Plastics
This 9-1/4” x 12” folder  
features elastic ties and 
pockets.

00157704  �������������������$9.99

accessories
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displays

AirTurn In-Store Demo Packs
E-Music Stand Display
AirTurn
Get your share of the digital music market place by displaying a eMusicStand 
Display brought to you buy AirTurn. These two demo packs are free with a 
qualifying order. Components include a Manos Universal Tablet holder with 
side mount, a GoStand Portable Mic stand with telescoping boom, and the 
best-selling, AirTurn Duo wireless Bluetooth foot switch page turner. Pack 2 
offers the same pack as 1 plus a 10.1” Android monitor display with 8 videos 
loaded to demonstrate the products and print music software to demonstrate 
the Duo. The videos and software are available free separately as well. Ask 
your Hal Leonard rep for details. Make more sales to this emerging market. 
The future gig-on-the-go set up is here now!

90013565 Pack 1 (free with qualifying order) ..................................$249.00
90013566 Pack 2 (free with qualifying order) ..................................$359.00

iRig 8 Unit  
Countertop 
Display  
with Header
IK Multimedia
This handy counter-top is a 
great option to display the 
best-selling iRigs at your 
store. Order any mix of eight 
iRig units and the display is 
free. We recommend four 
iRig 2 (for electrics, HL# 
00142930) and four iRig 
Acoustics (HL# 00153171).

90013388

Mobile Music  
Creation Display
IK Multimedia
Create an instant mobile depart-
ment in your store that can 
support almost any need for a 
musician or recording engineer 
using a tablet, smartphone or lap-
top. This attractive, light-weight 
point-of-sale display is 27” wide 
x 16” deep x 72” high. It is free 
with a qualifying order of about 
35 pieces. Ask your Hal Leonard 
sales representative for a recom-
mended mix.

90013007

90013540


